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ABSTRACT

Disclosed is a method and apparatus for playing media resources. The method includes that: a multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result; when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing. By means of the technical solutions of the present disclosure, favorite multimedia resources of a user can be conveniently selected, and the favorite multimedia resources of the user are correspondingly played in a selected multimedia player.
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Fig. 1

A multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result.

It is judged whether to select a player from a pre-determined multimedia player list as a first multimedia player.

Yes

The first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources.

Multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing.
Fig. 2

a multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result

S10

it is judged whether to select a player from a pre-determined multimedia player list as a first multimedia player

S11

YES

the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources

S12

NO

a multimedia player which supports playing of maximum multimedia resources in the first play list is determined from the pre-determined multimedia player list, and the determined multimedia player is set as a second multimedia player

S14

a multimedia player which supports playing of maximum multimedia resources in the first play list is determined from the pre-determined multimedia player list, and the determined multimedia player is set as a second multimedia player

S15

multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing

S13

multimedia resources in the third play list are sequentially pushed to the second multimedia player for playing

S16
when all media resources in a second play list have been pushed to a first multimedia player and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list is generated by subtracting multimedia resources in the second play list from multimedia resources in the first play list

when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and a fifth play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources

multimedia resources in the fifth play list are sequentially pushed to the third multimedia player for playing
Fig. 4

- **S20**: A selection instruction for multimedia resources on a multimedia resource server is received, and identity information is added into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

- **S10**: A multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result.

- **S11**: It is judged whether to select a player from a pre-determined multimedia player list as a first multimedia player.

- **YES**

- **S12**: The first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources.

- **S13**: Multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing.
a multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result

S10

It is judged whether to select a player from a pre-determined multimedia player list as a first multimedia player

S11

YES

device information of the first multimedia player is acquired to obtain multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player

S21

the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources

S12

multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing

S13
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- **first generation module 10**
- **first setting module 13**
- **second generation module 11**
- **third generation module 14**
- **first pushing module 12**
- **second pushing module 15**

Fig. 8

- **first generation module 10**
- **first setting module 13**
- **second generation module 11**
- **third generation module 14**
- **first pushing module 12**
- **second pushing module 15**
- **fourth generation module 16**
- **fifth generation module 17**
- **third pushing module 18**

Fig. 9

- **attribute modification module 19**
- **first generation module 10**
- **first setting module 13**
- **second generation module 11**
- **third generation module 14**
- **first pushing module 12**
- **second pushing module 15**
- **fourth generation module 16**
- **fifth generation module 17**
- **third pushing module 18**
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PLAYING MULTIMEDIA RESOURCE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the technical field of communications, and in particular to a method and apparatus for playing multimedia resources.

BACKGROUND

With the continuous development of digital home concept applications, a Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) device serves as an apparatus directly facing users, a good user experience thereof undoubtedly being a big selling point of the DLNA device.

DLNA devices may be classified into home network devices, mobile handheld devices and home interoperability devices.

A home network device includes a multimedia resource server such as a Digital Media Server (DMS), a multimedia player such as a Digital Media Player (DMP), a Digital Media Renderer (DMR), a multimedia controller such as a Digital Media Controller (DMC), and a multimedia printer such as a Digital Media Printer (DMP).

The mobile handheld device includes a mobile multimedia resource server such as a Mobile Digital Media Server (M-DMS), a mobile multimedia player such as a Mobile Digital Media Player (M-DMP), a mobile multimedia uploader such as a Mobile Digital Media Uploader (M-DMU), a mobile multimedia downloader such as a Mobile Digital Media Downloader (M-DMD), and a mobile multimedia controller such as a Mobile Digital Media Controller (M-DMC).

The home interoperability device includes a Mobile Network Connectivity Function (M-NCF) and a Mobile Interoperability Unit (MIU).

The multimedia resource server may be any device having a file storage function in DLNA interconnection devices, and the multimedia player may be any device having a display function and an audio/video playing function in the DLNA interconnection devices.

3 interaction modes of playing media resources are specified in a DLNA protocol:

1. a multimedia resource server can actively push stored audio/video files to any one DMR device for playing;
2. a multimedia player can actively search the multimedia resource server and select the audio/video files in the multimedia resource server for playing;
3. the audio/video files in the multimedia resource server can be read via the multimedia controller, and the selected audio/video files are pushed to the multimedia player for playing.

In currently existing DLNA applications, multiple multimedia resource servers may exist in a digital home network, each multimedia resource server is provided with some resources in which users are interested, the audio/video files in these multimedia resource servers can be played in different multimedia players, the multimedia resource servers may actively push multimedia resources to the multimedia players, but the multimedia resource servers do not care whether the multimedia resources can be played in the multimedia players. The multimedia players will search for media resources in some multimedia resource servers for playing, but the multimedia players do not know whether to support the searched media resources. Similarly, a user may select some media resources from the multiple multimedia resource servers as his/her own play lists, but it is impossible for the user to enjoy all media in all lists once, so that in a next usage process, the user needs to re-select his/her own media resources to be played. The media resources in the multimedia resource servers in the digital home network continuously increase, and it is complicated for the user to select a resource and a playing device from huge media resource libraries in the multimedia resource servers and to judge whether the playing device can play this resource, thereby influencing the user experience. For example, the user searches for the resources each time and needs to select the multimedia players each time.

SUMMARY

The embodiments of the present disclosure are mainly intended to provide a method and apparatus for playing multimedia resources, and aim at conveniently selecting favourite multimedia resources of a user and correspondingly playing the favourite multimedia resources of the user in a multimedia player.

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a method for playing multimedia resources, which may include that:

- a multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result;
- when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
- multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing.

Preferably, after the multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information and the first play list is generated according to the search result, the method may further include that:

- when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, a multimedia player which supports playing of maximum multimedia resources in the first play list is determined from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and the determined multimedia player is set as a second multimedia player;
- a third play list is generated according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player; and
- multimedia resources in the third play list are sequentially pushed to the second multimedia player for playing.

Preferably, after the multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing, the method may further include that:

- when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list is generated by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;
- when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and a fifth play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
- multimedia resources in the fifth play list are sequentially pushed to the third multimedia player for playing.
Preferably, the multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information and the first play list is generated according to the search result, the method may further include that:

- a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server is received, and identity information is added into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

Preferably, before the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player and the second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources, the method may further include that:

- device information of the first multimedia player is acquired to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.

An embodiment of the present disclosure further provides an apparatus for playing multimedia resources, which may include a first generation module, a second generation module connected to the first generation module, and a first pushing module connected to the second generation module, wherein

- the first generation module is configured to search a multimedia resource server for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and generate a first play list according to a search result;

- the second generation module is configured to search, when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and generate a second play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and

- the first pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the second play list to the first multimedia player for playing.

Preferably, the apparatus may further include a first setting module connected to the first generation module, a third generation module connected to the first setting module, and a second pushing module connected to the third generation module, wherein

- the first setting module is configured to determine, when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, a multimedia player which supports playing of maximum multimedia resources in the first play list from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and set the determined multimedia player as a second multimedia player;

- the third generation module is configured to generate a third play list according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player; and

- the second pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing.

Preferably, the apparatus may further include a fourth generation module connected to the first pushing module, a fifth generation module connected to the fourth generation module, and a third pushing module connected to the fifth generation module, wherein

- the fourth generation module is configured to generate, when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player by the first pushing module and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;

- the fifth generation module is configured to search, when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and generate a fifth play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and

- the third pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing.

Preferably, the apparatus may further include an attribute modification module connected to the first generation module, and the attribute modification module is configured to receive a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server, and add identity information into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

Preferably, the second generation module includes an acquisition unit, which is configured to acquire device information of the first multimedia player to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.

In the embodiments of the present disclosure, the multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, a first play list is generated according to a search result, multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player are determined according to a selected first multimedia player, a second play list is generated, and multimedia resources in the second play list are pushed to the first multimedia player for playing. By means of the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present disclosure, favourite multimedia resources of a user can be conveniently selected, and the favourite multimedia resources of the user are correspondingly played in the selected first multimedia player.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a first embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a second embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a third embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a fourth embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a fifth embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a structural diagram of a first embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of a second embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a third embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of a fourth embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It is to be understood that the embodiments described herein are only intended to explain the present disclosure, and do not limit the present disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a first embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure, and the method includes that:

S10: a multimedia resource server is searched for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and a first play list is generated according to a search result.

In a home network, at least one multimedia resource server can be included. In this embodiment, the multimedia resource server can be a DMS. Formats of multimedia resources stored in each DMS can be the same or can be different. For example, one digital media server (DMS) stores multimedia resources in a Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) format, another DMS stores multimedia resources in an MPEG format, and another DMS stores multimedia resources in a 3GP format, and another DMS stores multimedia resources in an MPEG format, a 3GP format, an Audio Video Interleaved (AVI) format, an Advanced Streaming Format (ASF), a Windows Media Video (WMV) format and a Real Media Variable Bit rate (RMVB) format.

In the step S10, each multimedia resource server in the home network is searched for multimedia resources including identity information, the identity information is user identity information, for example, if the user identity information is 123456, then each multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the user identity information 123456, and then the first play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements, attribute information of the multimedia resources in the first play list includes the user identity information 123456, and the multimedia resources in the first play list and the multimedia resources are multimedia resources in which a user having the identity information 123456 is interested.

S11: it is judged whether the player is selected from a pre-determined multimedia player list as a first multimedia player, and if such a player is selected, step S12 is executed.

In the home network, at least one multimedia player can be included, which can be a DMP or a DMR; available multimedia players are added into a multimedia player list. Each multimedia player in the multimedia player list can support at least one multimedia file format, and the multimedia file formats supported by all the multimedia players can be totally or partially the same or can be totally different.

The user can select any one multimedia player from the multimedia player list as the first multimedia player. For example, the multimedia player list includes a first DMP, a second DMP, a first digital media renderer (DMR), a second DMR and the like, and the user can select the first DMP as the first multimedia player.

S12: the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and a second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources.

In the step S12, the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player. If the first multimedia player is the first DMP and the multimedia file formats supported by the first DMP are MPEG and 3GP formats, then the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources which are in MPEG and 3GP multimedia file formats, and the second play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements, i.e., multimedia file attributes of multimedia resources in the second play list all include the user identity information 123456, and the multimedia resources in the second play list are multimedia resources which can be played by the first multimedia player.

S13: the multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing.

In the step S13, a first multimedia resource in the second play list is firstly pushed to the first multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the first multimedia player is “HAVE BEEN PLAYED”, the played multimedia resource is marked as “PLAYED”, a next multimedia resource in the second play list is pushed to the first multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the first multimedia player is “HAVE BEEN PLAYED”, next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player.

By means of the method for playing multimedia resources, the multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information, the first play list is generated according to the search result, the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player are determined according to the selected first multimedia player, the second play list is generated, and the multimedia resources in the second play list are pushed to the first multimedia player for playing. By means of the embodiment of the present disclosure, the favourite multimedia resources of the user can be conveniently selected, and the favourite multimedia resources of the user are correspondingly played in the selected first multimedia player.

As shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a second embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment for the method for playing multimedia resources, when a judgment result in step S11 is NO, namely the user does not select a player from the pre-determined multimedia player list as the first multimedia player, the method further includes that:

S14: a multimedia player which supports playing of maximum multimedia resources in the first play list is determined from the pre-determined multimedia player list, and the determined multimedia player is set as a second multimedia player.

When the judgment result in step S11 shows that the user does not select a player from the pre-determined multimedia player list as the first multimedia player, a multimedia player is selected from the pre-determined multimedia player list as the second multimedia player in step S14. Specifically, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by each multimedia player in the multimedia player list, is acquired, for example, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the first DMP, is 10, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second DMP, is 20, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the first DMR, is 30, and the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second DMR, is 40; the second DMR capable of playing the maximum multimedia resources in the first multimedia player list is set as the second multimedia player.
S15: a third play list is generated according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player.

In the step S15, the first play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the second multimedia player. If the second multimedia player is the second DMR and the multimedia file formats supported by the second DMR are MPEG, 3GP, RMVB and AVI, then the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources which are in MPEG, 3GP, RMVB and AVI multimedia file formats, and the third play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements.

S16: multimedia resources in the third play list are sequentially pushed to the second multimedia player for playing.

In the step S16, a first multimedia resource in the third play list is firstly pushed to the second multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the second multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", the played multimedia resource is marked as "PLAYED", a next multimedia resource in the third play list is pushed to the second multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the second multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the second multimedia player.

As shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a third embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment or the second embodiment for the method for playing multimedia resources, after the step S13, the method further includes that:

S17: when all the media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player and there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list is generated by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list.

An identification state of each multimedia resource in the second play list is checked. If the identification states of all the multimedia resources are "PLAYED", it is shown that all the media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player for playing. If the first play list generated in step S10 includes 100 multimedia resources including the user identity information and the second play list generated in step S12 includes 40 multimedia resources selected from the first play list, then the multimedia resources in the second play list are subtracted from the multimedia resources in the first play list to obtain 60 multimedia resources which are not played by the first multimedia player to generate the fourth play list, and the fourth play list includes the multimedia resources which are not played.

S18: when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and a fifth play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources.

After the user uses the multimedia resources which have been played by the first multimedia player and in which the user is interested, due to the fact that some multimedia resources in the first play list cannot be played in the first multimedia player, the user needs to select a multimedia player different from the first multimedia player in the multimedia player list as the third multimedia player. If the first multimedia player is the first DMP, then the user may select the second DMP as the third multimedia player.

In step S18, the fourth play list is searched for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player. If the multimedia resources supported by the second DMP are MPEG and AVI, the fifth play list is searched for the multimedia resources of which the multimedia file formats are the MPEG and AVI formats, and the fifth play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements.

S19: multimedia resources in the fifth play list are sequentially pushed to the third multimedia player for playing.

In the step S19, a first multimedia resource in the fifth play list is firstly pushed to the first multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the third multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", the played multimedia resource is marked as "PLAYED", a next multimedia resource in the fifth play list is pushed to the third multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the third multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the third multimedia player.

As shown in FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a fourth embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment, the second embodiment or the third embodiment for the method for playing multimedia resources, before step S10, the method further includes that:

S20: a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server is received, and identity information is added to attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

In step S20, the user logs in a DLNA system using his/her own identity information and can select multimedia resources in the multimedia resource server. For example, after the user logs in the DLNA system, the system acquires a multimedia resource catalogue from each multimedia resource server, and classes and displays the multimedia resources (for example, the multimedia resources are classified into domestically produced dramas, American dramas, Hong Kong and Taiwan dramas, comedies, thriller dramas and the like), the user browses the classed and displayed multimedia resources, and when seeing favourite multimedia resources, the user selects the favourite multimedia resources. In step S20, the identity information of the user is added into multimedia file attributes of the multimedia resources selected by the user. For example, the identity information 123456 of the user is added into the attribute information of the multimedia resources selected by the user.

As shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a fifth embodiment for a method for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment, the second embodiment, the third embodiment or the fourth embodiment for the method for playing multimedia resources, before step S12, the method further includes that:

S21: device information of the first multimedia player is acquired to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.

In step S21, the device information of the first multimedia player is acquired. For example, the software configuration information and hardware configuration information of the first multimedia player are acquired.
As shown in FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a structural diagram of a first embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure. The apparatus includes a first generation module 10, a second generation module 11 connected to the first generation module 10, and a first pushing module 12 connected to the second generation module 11, wherein

the first generation module 10 is configured to search a multimedia resource server for multimedia resources including identity attribute information, and generate a first play list according to a search result;

the second generation module 11 is configured to search, when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and generate a second play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and

the first pushing module 12 is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the second play list to the first multimedia player for playing.

In a home network, at least one multimedia resource server can be included. In this embodiment, the multimedia resource server may be a DMS. Formats of multimedia resources stored in each DMS can be the same or can be different. For example, one DMS stores multimedia resources in an MPEG format, another DMS stores multimedia resources in an MPEG format and a 3GP format, and another DMS stores multimedia resources in an MPEG format, a 3GP format, an AVI format, an ASF format, a WMV format and an RMVB format.

The first generation module 10 searches each multimedia resource server in the home network for the multimedia resources including identity information, the identity information is user identity information; if the identity information is 123456, then each multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the user identity information 123456, and the first play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements, that is, all the attribute information of the multimedia resources in the first play list includes the user identity information 123456, and the multimedia resources in the first play list are multimedia resources in which a user having the identity information 123456 is interested.

In the home network, at least one multimedia player can be included, which can be a DMP or a DMR, available multimedia players are added into a multimedia player list, each multimedia player in the multimedia player list can support at least one multimedia file format, and the multimedia file formats supported by all the multimedia players can be totally or partially the same or can be totally different. The user can select any one multimedia player from the multimedia player list as the first multimedia player. For example, the multimedia player list includes a first DMP, a second DMP, a first DMR, a second DMR and the like, and the user can select the first DMP as the first multimedia player.

The second generation module 11 searches the first play list for the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player. If the first multimedia player is the first DMP and the multimedia file formats supported by the first DMP are MPEG and 3GP, then the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources of which the multimedia file formats are the MPEG and 3GP, the second play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements, that is, multimedia file attributes of multimedia resources in the second play list include the user identity information 123456, and the multimedia resources in the second play list are multimedia resources which can be played by the first multimedia player.

The second generation module 11 includes an acquisition unit, which is configured to acquire device information of the first multimedia player to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player. For example, the software configuration information and hardware configuration information of the first multimedia player are acquired.

The first pushing module 12 pushes a first multimedia resource in the second play list to the first multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the first multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", the played multimedia resource is marked as "PLAYED", a next multimedia resource in the second play list is pushed to the first multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the first multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player.

In practical application, the first generation module 10, the second generation module 11 and the first pushing module 12 in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources can be realized by a Central Processing Unit (CPU) or a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources.

As shown in FIG. 7, FIG. 7 is a structural diagram of a second embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment for the apparatus for playing multimedia resources, the apparatus further includes a first setting module 13 connected to the first generation module 10, a third generation module 14 connected to the first setting module 13, and a second pushing module 15 connected to the third generation module 14, wherein

the first setting module 13 is configured to determine, when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, a multimedia player which supports playing of multimedia resources in the first play list from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and set the determined multimedia player as a second multimedia player;

the third generation module 14 is configured to generate a third play list according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player; and

the second pushing module 15 is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing.

When a judgment result of the first judgment module 11 shows that a player is not selected from the pre-determined multimedia player list as the first multimedia player, a multimedia player is selected from the pre-determined multimedia player list as the second multimedia player via the first setting module 13. Specifically, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by each multimedia player in the multimedia player list, is acquired. For example, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the first DMP, is 10, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second DMP, is 20, the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the first DMR, is 30, and the number of the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second DMR,
is 40; the second DMR capable of playing the maximum multimedia resources in the first multimedia player list is set as the second multimedia player.

The third generation module 14 is configured to search the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the second multimedia player. If the second multimedia player is the second DMR and the multimedia file formats supported by the second DMR are MPEG, 3GPP, RMVB and AVI, then the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources of which the multimedia file formats are the MPEG, 3GPP, RMVB and AVI, and the third play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements.

The second pushing module 15 is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing. Specifically, a first multimedia resource in the third play list is firstly pushed to the second multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the second multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", the played multimedia resource is marked as "PLAYED", a next multimedia resource in the third play list is pushed to the second multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the second multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the second multimedia player.

In practical application, the first generation module 10, the second generation module 11, the first pushing module 12, the first setting module 13, the third generation module 14 and the second pushing module 15 in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources can be realized by the CPU or the DSP or the FPGA in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources.

As shown in FIG. 8, FIG. 8 is a structural diagram of a third embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment or the second embodiment for the apparatus for playing multimedia resources, the apparatus further includes a fourth generation module 16 connected to the first pushing module 12, a fifth generation module 17 connected to the fourth generation module 16, and a third pushing module 18 connected to the fifth generation module 17, wherein

the fourth generation module 16 is configured to generate, when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player by the first pushing module and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;

the fifth generation module 17 is configured to search, when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and generate a fifth play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and

the third pushing module 18 is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing.

The fourth generation module 16 is configured to check an identification state of each multimedia resource in the second play list. If the identification states of all the multimedia resources are "PLAYED", it is shown that all the media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player for playing.

The fourth generation module 16 is configured to generate, when all the media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player and there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list. If the first play list includes 100 multimedia resources including the user identity information and the second play list includes 40 multimedia resources selected from the first play list, the multimedia resources in the second play list are subtracted from the multimedia resources in the first play list to obtain 60 multimedia resources which are not played by the first multimedia player to generate the fourth play list, and the fourth play list includes the multimedia resources which are not played.

After the user uses the multimedia resources which have been played by the first multimedia player and in which the user is interested, due to the fact that some multimedia resources in the first play list cannot be played in the first multimedia player, the user needs to select a multimedia player different from the first multimedia player in the multimedia player list as the third multimedia player. If the first multimedia player is the first DMP, the user can select the second DMP as the third multimedia player.

The fifth generation module 17 is configured to search the fourth play list for the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player. If the third multimedia player is the second DMP and the multimedia file formats supported by the second DMP are MPEG and AVI, the third play list is searched for the multimedia resources which are in MPEG and AVI multimedia file formats, and the fifth play list is generated by the found multimedia resources meeting requirements.

The third pushing module 18 is configured to sequentially push the multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing. Specifically, a first multimedia resource in the fifth play list is firstly pushed to the first multimedia player, and when feedback information received from the third multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", the played multimedia resource is marked as "PLAYED", a next multimedia resource in the fifth play list is pushed to the third multimedia player, and when the feedback information received from the third multimedia player is "HAVE BEEN PLAYED", next multimedia resources are sequentially pushed to the third multimedia player.

In practical application, the first generation module 10, the second generation module 11, the first pushing module 12, the first setting module 13, the third generation module 14, the second pushing module 15, the fourth generation module 16, the fifth generation module 17 and the third pushing module 18 in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources can be realized by the CPU or the DSP or the FPGA in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources.

As shown in FIG. 9, FIG. 9 is a structural diagram of a fourth embodiment for an apparatus for playing multimedia resources according to embodiments of the present disclosure.

On the basis of the first embodiment, the second embodiment or the third embodiment for the apparatus for playing multimedia resources, the apparatus further includes an attribute modification module 19 connected to the first generation module 10, the attribute modification module 19 being configured to receive a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server, and
add identity information into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

The user logs in a DLNA system using his/her own identity information and can select the multimedia resources in the multimedia resource server. For example, after the user logs in the DLNA system, the system acquires a multimedia resource catalogue from each multimedia resource server, and classes and displays the multimedia resources (for example, the multimedia resources are classified into domestically produced dramas, American dramas, Hong Kong and Taiwan dramas, comedies, thriller dramas and the like), the user browses the classified and displayed multimedia resources, and when seeing favourite multimedia resources, the user selects the favourite multimedia resources via the attribute modification module 19. The attribute modification module 19 is further configured to add the identity information of the user into multimedia file attributes of the multimedia resources selected by the user. For example, the identity information 123456 of the user is added into the attribute information of the multimedia resources selected by the user.

In practical application, the first generation module 10, the second generation module 11, the first pushing module 12, the first setting module 13, the third generation module 14, the second pushing module 15, the fourth generation module 16, the fifth generation module 17, the third pushing module 18 and the attribute modification module 19 in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources can be realized by the CPU or the DSP or the FPGA in the apparatus for playing multimedia resources.

The above is only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and does not limit the patent scope of the present disclosure accordingly. The equivalent structure or equivalent flow conversion performed by utilizing the description and drawings of the present disclosure or direct or indirect application to other relevant technical fields may fall within the patent protection scope of the present disclosure in the same way.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for playing multimedia resources, comprising:
   searching a multimedia resource server for multimedia resources including identity attribute information of a user, and generating a first play list according to a search result;
   when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, searching the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and generating a second play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
   sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the second play list to the first multimedia player for playing;
   wherein the multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information of the user and the first play list is generated according to the search result, the method further comprises:
   when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, determining a multimedia player which supports playing of a maximum number of multimedia resources corresponding to a multimedia file format in the first play list from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and setting the determined multimedia player as a second multimedia player;
   generating a third play list according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player, and sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the multimedia resources in the second play list are sequentially pushed to the first multimedia player for playing, the method further comprises:
   when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, generating a fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;
   when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, searching the fourth play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and generating a fifth play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
   sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein before the multimedia resource server is searched for the multimedia resources including the identity attribute information of the user and the first play list is generated according to the search result, the method further comprises:
   receiving a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server, and adding identity information of the user into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein before the first play list is searched for the multimedia resources corresponding to the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player and the second play list is generated on the basis of the found multimedia resources, the method further comprises:
   acquiring device information of the first multimedia player to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.

5. An apparatus for playing multimedia resources, comprising a first generation module, a second generation module connected to the first generation module, and a first pushing module connected to the second generation module, wherein
   the first generation module is configured to search a multimedia resource server for multimedia resources including identity attribute information of a user, and generate a first play list according to a search result;
   the second generation module is configured to search, when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and generate a second play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
   the first pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the second play list to the first multimedia player for playing;
   wherein the apparatus further comprises: a first setting module connected to the first generation module, a third generation module connected to the first setting module, and a second pushing module connected to the third generation module, wherein
   the first setting module is configured to determine, when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, a multimedia player which supports playing of a maximum
number of multimedia resources corresponding to a multimedia file format in the first play list from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and set the determined multimedia player as a second multimedia player;
the third generation module is configured to generate a third play list according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player; and
the second pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing.

6. The apparatus according claim 5, further comprising a fourth generation module connected to the first pushing module, a fifth generation module connected to the fourth generation module, and a third pushing module connected to the fifth generation module, wherein
the fourth generation module is configured to generate, when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player by the first pushing module and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, a fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;
the fifth generation module is configured to search, when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, the fourth play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and generate a fifth play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
the third pushing module is configured to sequentially push multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising an attribute modification module connected to the first generation module, the attribute modification module being configured to receive a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server, and add identity information of the user into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the second generation module comprises an acquisition unit which is configured to acquire device information of the first multimedia player to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.

9. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by a processor of a terminal, causes the terminal to perform a method for playing multimedia resources, the method comprising:
searching a multimedia resource server for multimedia resources including identity attribute information of a user, and generating a first play list according to a search result;
when there is a first multimedia player that is pre-selected, searching the first play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player, and generating a second play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the second play list to the first multimedia player for playing;
wherein the method further comprises:
when the first multimedia player is not pre-selected, determining a multimedia player which supports playing of a maximum number of multimedia resources corresponding to a multimedia file format in the first play list from a pre-determined multimedia player list, and setting the determined multimedia player as a second multimedia player;
generating a third play list according to the multimedia resources in the first play list, which are supported to be played by the second multimedia player; and
sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the third play list to the second multimedia player for playing.

10. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by the processor of the terminal, causes the terminal to perform the method for playing multimedia resources according to claim 9, wherein the method further comprises:
when all media resources in the second play list have been pushed to the first multimedia player and there is a third multimedia player that is pre-selected, generating a fourth play list by subtracting the multimedia resources in the second play list from the multimedia resources in the first play list;
when there is the third multimedia player that is pre-selected, searching the fourth play list for multimedia resources corresponding to multimedia file formats supported by the third multimedia player, and generating a fifth play list on the basis of the found multimedia resources; and
sequentially pushing multimedia resources in the fifth play list to the third multimedia player for playing.

11. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by the processor of the terminal, causes the terminal to perform the method for playing multimedia resources according to claim 10, wherein the method further comprises:
receiving a selection instruction for the multimedia resources on the multimedia resource server, and adding identity information of the user into attribute information of the selected multimedia resources.

12. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having stored therein instructions that, when executed by the processor of the terminal, causes the terminal to perform the method for playing multimedia resources according to claim 11, wherein the method further comprises:
acquiring device information of the first multimedia player to obtain the multimedia file formats supported by the first multimedia player.